Recent work showed that infants recognize and store function words starting from the age of 6–8 months. Using a visual fixation procedure, the present study tested whether French-learning 14-month-olds have the knowledge of syntactic categories of determiners and pronouns, respectively, and whether they can use these function words for categorizing novel words to nouns and verbs. The prosodic characteristics of novel words stimuli for noun versus verb uses were balanced. The only distinguishing cue was the preceding determiners versus subject pronouns, the former being the most common for nouns and the latter the most common for verbs, i.e., Det + Noun, Pron + Verb. We expected that noun categorization may be easier than verb categorization because the co-occurrence of determiners with nouns is more consistent than that of subject pronouns with verbs in French. The results showed that infants grouped the individual determiners as one common class, and that they appeared to use the determiners to categorize novel words into nouns. However, we found no evidence of verb categorization. Unlike determiners, pronouns were not perceived as a common syntactic class.

INTRODUCTION

An important task during language acquisition is the assignment of words to grammatical categories (e.g., nouns, verbs, determiners, and pronouns).
This is because such categories are the basic building blocks of syntax. Syntactic structures underlying possible utterances in any language are defined in terms of grammatical categories. This characteristic reflects the productive nature of human languages which all learners acquire—a finite set of structures and principles expressed in syntactic categories can represent an infinite number of utterances. The grammatical category information, however, must be learned individually for each word. While adults learning a second language are often overtly given information about parts of speech for new vocabulary items, infants do not receive any explicit instruction of this type. In this study, we inquire how infants learn to assign words to their appropriate grammatical categories.

Different theoretical models have been proposed to understand the mechanisms underlying initial grammatical categorization. One type of theories focuses on the use of semantic cues for assigning words to initial grammatical categories (e.g., Braine, 1976; Pinker, 1984). Infants may construct initial grammatical categories by mapping words to conceptual categories, for example, by noticing that words denoting objects, words denoting actions, and words denoting properties belong to separate classes (e.g., Gentner, 1982). According to nativist views, infants come to the task with innate syntactic categories and innate linking rules that allow them to associate content words to appropriate grammatical categories through meaning (Pinker, 1984). This semantic-based classification can later be combined with distributional based analyses, and needs to be transformed into more abstract grammatical categories.

Another type of models stresses the direct analysis of the input without the mediation of semantic/conceptual categories. Infants may potentially break into the syntactic system by classifying words according to their differential phonological, acoustic, and distributional properties. Indeed, such cues supporting basic grammatical distinctions have been shown to exist in parental speech (e.g., Conwell & Morgan, 2009; Mintz, 2003; Monaghan, Chater, & Christiansen, 2005; Monaghan, Christiansen, & Chater, 2007; Shi & Moisan, 2008; Shi, Morgan, & Allopenna, 1998). It has also been proposed that learners can achieve initial grammatical categorization solely on distributional grounds (e.g., Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980), by formal analyses of the distributional patterns of the preceding and following contextual words (e.g., Mintz, 2003; Redington, Chater, & Finch, 1998). As grammatical categories are by definition abstract syntactic constructs in terms of their relations with one another in the phrase structure, this approach is more direct in addressing the learning problem, avoiding the need for the transition from semantic categories to syntactic categories.

There is evidence that infants shortly after 1 year of age can perform basic grammatical categorization in the absence of semantic cues. Infants
learning English have been shown to categorize verbs (Mintz, 2006), and German-learning infants showed the ability to categorize nouns (Höhle, Weissenborn, Kiefer, Schulz, & Schmitz, 2004). Infants in these studies demonstrated rudimentary understanding of the grammatical categories of novel words by noticing their context, for example, perceiving that nouns in German can co-occur with different determiners. In experiments using artificial languages (Gomez & Lakusta, 2004), infants aged 12 months categorized novel words based on a phonological feature shared among members of the same class and its association with specific adjacent items that resembled closed-class items. American infants could categorize Russian noun gender classes after being trained with exemplars exhibiting regular distributional patterns between the noun stems and gender morphemes, and the integration of double markings (both the gender ending following the noun stem and an additional gender-marking element at the end of the stem) was necessary (Gerken, Wilson, & Lewis, 2005). A recent study on word learning showed that 23-month-old French toddlers attend to function word cues to nouns and verbs, and can learn the meanings of novel verbs using the category information signaled by function words (Bernal, Lidz, Millotte, & Christophe, 2007). A common characteristic that these studies share is the occurrence of closed-class items as the contextual support for categorization, although other cues (e.g., prosodic) may also have existed in the novel word stimuli and affected infants’ responses.

The idea that function words/morphemes may assist grammatical categorization of lexical words is reasonable in that these items are a small set that occur extremely frequently across human languages. It is known from studies using artificial languages that infants are capable of tracking frequency and other distributional information (e.g., transitional probabilities between elements, as shown in Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996). In adult artificial language learning experiments, more frequent occurrence of a small number of closed-class items was important for assisting grammatical categorization of adjacent words (Valian & Coulson, 1988). Closed-class items also exhibit distinct phonological and acoustic characteristics compared with open-class words (e.g., Monaghan et al., 2005; Shi et al., 1998). The categorization of lexical versus function words based on their distinctive acoustic and phonological properties has been shown in newborn infants (Shi, Werker, & Morgan, 1999). After 6 months of age infants begin to store individual function words in the memory and use them to segment adjacent words (e.g., Hallé, Durand, & de Boysson-Bardies, 2008; Höhle & Weissenborn, 2000, 2003; Shady, 1996; Shafer, Shucard, Shucard, & Gerken, 1998; Shi, Cutler, Werker, & Cruickshank, 2006; Shi & Lepage, 2008; Shi, Marquis, & Gauthier, 2006; Shi, Werker, & Cutler, 2006). It is plausible that infants may subsequently divide
function words into smaller categories (e.g., determiners and pronouns) and use them to classify the adjacent words.

In the previous categorization study with German-learning infants (Höhle et al., 2004), nonwords were paired with a determiner or a pronoun during the familiarization phase. During the test phase, infants heard sentences containing the nonwords used as nouns in novel contexts versus sentences containing the nonwords used as verbs in novel contexts. Infants aged 14–16 months who were familiarized with the nonwords in the determiner context differentiated the two types of test sentences, whereas those who were familiarized with the pronoun context did not. These results indicated the ability in categorizing nouns but not verbs in German infants. The study of Mintz (2006) tested 12-month-old English-learning infants’ categorization of nouns versus verbs. Mintz used sentences in both familiarization and test phases. Nonwords had both preceding and following contexts during familiarization. They were in different sentential contexts during the test phase. The infants in Mintz categorized verbs but not nouns. Höhle et al. (2004) and Mintz attributed their findings to the role of contextual function words, assuming that infants know some individual function words. What remains unknown is whether infants have the knowledge about function word subclasses, e.g., the determiner category and the pronoun category.

In this study, we seek to better understand infants’ early grammatical categorization. First, we aimed at testing whether infants shortly after 1 year of age have the basic knowledge of specific functional categories, in particular, whether they know that individual determiners belong to one class and that individual pronouns belong to another class. These functional categories represent a crucial part of the human syntactic knowledge. Any empirical evidence indicating that infants have these categories at the earliest stage of syntactic acquisition would be welcomed by theories claiming that syntactic categories are innate. The previous infant categorization studies by Höhle et al. (2004) and Mintz (2006) used complex, varying sentential contexts during their test phase. They were not designed to test function word categorization. In the present study, we designed our stimuli differently, in that both familiarization and test phases included only the immediately preceding function words (determiners versus pronouns). The nonwords were kept constant throughout the experiment. As the function words during the test phase were new, with one conforming to and another not belonging to the category of the familiarization function words, we were able to directly assess whether infants formed basic groupings with the function words in the stimuli set, i.e., treated the individual determiners as one class and pronouns as a distinct class.
Second, we extended the previous work to French-learning infants, to determine whether noun and verb categorization can be driven by adjacent frequent function words in French. Structurally, nouns in French co-occur consistently with a preceding determiner. For example, English sentences, such as “food is expensive” and “mothers work a lot,” must have a preceding determiner in French (la nourriture est chère; les mères travaillent beaucoup). These same sentences in German are comparable with those in English in that the nouns are not preceded by any determiner. In this sense, determiner–noun co-occurrence is more restrictive in French than in English and German. Verbs in French are frequently preceded by a subject pronoun. However, unlike nouns, verbs can occur without a preceding function word, such as imperatives (e.g., Regarde: “look”) and yes–no questions involving verb–subject inversion (e.g., veux (want)-tu(you) le lapin?, “do you want the bunny”). Verbs can also follow various other kinds of words (e.g., nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and auxiliaries). In the speech of two Canadian French-speaking mothers to their 8-month-old infants (Cécyre & Shi, 2005), determiners were mostly followed by nouns or adjectives, with nouns being dominant (71%), and subject pronouns were mostly followed by verbs, auxiliaries, or other kinds of pronouns, with verbs being the most common (59%). In addition, one quarter of verbs occurred with no preceding word (i.e., utterance-initial or in isolation), whereas only about 2% of the nouns occurred utterance-initially or in isolation. Given our hypothesis that infants use the distributional patterns of function words with the adjacent nonfunction words for grammatical categorization, we expected noun categorization to be easier than verb categorization.

Third, we asked whether function words alone can allow infants to categorize the adjacent novel words. Recent analyses of infant-directed speech suggest that nouns and verbs are marked by differential prosodic cues in the input (Conwell & Morgan, 2009; Shi & Moisan, 2008). Prosodic differences associated with nouns and verbs in sentences were also reported in Nazzi, Dilley, Jusczyk, Shattuck-Hufnagel, and Jusczyk (2005). In previously published noun–verb categorization studies, the nonwords may have had differential prosodic characteristics when used as different categories, and such cues may have affected infants’ performance. In this study, we balanced the prosodic properties of the nonword stimuli in noun versus verb uses so that the only cue to categorization was the preceding function word.

Finally, we used a different testing procedure (visual fixation procedure, Cooper & Aslin, 1990) than the Headturn Preference Procedure used by Höhle et al. (2004) and Mintz (2006) to see whether categorization results could be obtained across different testing settings.
METHODS

Participants

Thirty-two monolingual Canadian French-learning 14-month-old infants completed the study. These infants were divided into two familiarization groups (Det + N group: 10 boys, 6 girls; $M$ age = 14 months 15 days; range = 14 months 2 days to 14 months 29 days; Pro + V group: 9 boys, 7 girls; $M$ age = 14 months 14 days; range = 14 months 2 days to 15 months). Another 20 infants were tested but their data were excluded from the analysis due to fussiness (8), looking time too short (2 sec per trial or less for the initial seven trials; 6 infants), failure to stay on task (no recovery of looking time to the posttrial; 5 infants), and parental interference (1).

Stimuli

We created two nonsense words, *mige*, *crale*, which appeared as nouns with three determiners (i.e., Det + N: *des* [“some,” indefinite determiner], *ton* [“your”], and *le* [“the”]), and as verbs with three subject pronouns (i.e., Pron + V: *je* [“I”], *il* [“he”], and *tu* [“you”]). Thus, there were a total of 12 two-word utterances. The function words are among the most frequent words in spoken French. Furthermore, we chose them because determiners most often co-occur with nouns, and pronouns with verbs.

A native Canadian French female speaker recorded multiple repetitions of the 12 utterances in the infant-directed speech style in an acoustic chamber (sampling frequency 44.1 kHz, bit rate 16 bits). Utterances formed with two thirds of the determiners and the pronouns (*des*, *ton*, *je*, and *il*) were used for the familiarization phase, and the remaining one third of the determiners and pronouns (*le* and *tu*) were reserved for the test phase. The final stimuli consisted of three exemplars for each of the eight familiarization utterances (*ton mige*, *ton crale*, *des miges*, *des crales*; *je mige*, *je crale*, *il mige*, *il crale*), and six exemplars for each of the four test utterances (*le mige*, *le crale*; *tu miges*, *tu crales*). The stimuli were carefully chosen to ensure that

---

1Based on the Beauchemin adult-directed spoken corpus (Beauchemin, Martel, & Théoret, 1992; one million word tokens), the frequencies of the words are: *des* 8760, *ton* 1812, *le* 63979, *je* 30262, *il* 28144, and *tu* 10324. The average type-token ratio for all words is 1:8.83. Based on the speech of two Canadian French-speaking mothers to their 8-month-old infants (Cécyre & Shi, 2005) these words have the following frequencies: *des* 23, *ton* 15, *le* 51, *je* 25, *il* 21, and *tu* 75 (2,549 total word tokens). The average type-token ratio for all words is 1:5.58. Given that function words are a small set of closed-class words that form the structural frames of phrases and sentences, the token frequencies of these function words should increase drastically in larger infant-directed corpora.
the prosodic properties of the nonwords were comparable in noun and verb uses. Mean acoustic measures are shown in Table 1. All comparisons are nonsignificant, as indicated by the statistics in Table 1. We needed this control to test whether the preceding function words alone can drive successful categorization of nouns and verbs.

We used water bubble sounds as pre- and posttest materials. The pretest trial acquainted the infant with the procedure. The posttest trial allowed us to determine whether the infant was on task throughout testing. Looking time to the posttest trial should recover relative to the last test trial because the bubble sounds were distinct from the speech stimuli. A colorful checkerboard was presented during each trial. Auditory stimuli and the visual display were presented from the same physical location. They always began and ended simultaneously during each trial, a feature that was helpful for engaging the infants on the task and for inducing reliable looking responses. Finally, we used bird songs accompanied by a zooming star as the attention getter, to attract the infant’s attention between trials.

### Design

The experiment had two conditions (16 infants each). Infants in the Det + N familiarization condition were familiarized with trials presenting the exemplars of the following utterances: *ton mige, ton crale, des miges,* and *des crales.* Infants in the Pron + V familiarization condition were familiarized with trials presenting the exemplars of the following: *je mige, je crale, il mige,* and *il crale.* For instance, a Det + N familiarization trial would randomly draw exemplars of the four utterances containing *ton* and *des.* To ensure

---

2Note that the “s” following the nonwords is not pronounced in French.
stimuli variability, the randomization within each trial was conducted in blocks such that each block contained one exemplar of each of the four utterances.

The test phase immediately followed the familiarization phase. Infants from both familiarization conditions were tested with the same stimuli. There were two types of test trials: Same Category versus Different Category. The Same Category trials involved the use of the familiarization nonwords in new function word context that respected the syntactic category of the familiarization phase. In the Different Category trials, the nonwords appeared with a function word that violated the syntactic category use of the familiarization phase. Specifically, for the infants in the Det + N familiarization condition, a test trial presenting le mige and le crale exemplars would be the Same Category type, and a trial presenting tu miges and tu crales exemplars would be the Different Category type. The reverse was the case for the Pron + V familiarization condition, with tu miges and tu crales as the Same Category type, and le mige and le crale the Different Category type. The test phase began with a Same Category or Different Category trial, counterbalanced across infants. Same Category trials and Different Category trials were presented in an alternating fashion for a total of 10 trials. The interval between any two utterances within a trial was 700 msec.

Procedure

Infants were individually tested in a visual fixation procedure (Cooper & Aslin, 1990). The infant sat on the parent’s lap in a chamber approximately 2 m from a monitor and loudspeakers (placed at the same location). The parent, who was asked not to interact with the infant, heard masking music through noise-cancellation headphones. The researcher, blinded to the order of stimuli presentation, observed the infant in an adjacent room through a closed-circuit TV, and administered the experiment using a testing program (Cohen, Atkinson, & Chaput, 2000). She pressed down a computer key whenever a look toward the monitor occurred. The software presented trials containing the audio-visual stimuli, recorded all looking times online, and calculated automatically the total looking time across familiarization trials. Once the looking time reached the predetermined familiarization criterion (30 sec), the software moved the experiment automatically to the test phase. Each trial was initiated contingent upon the infant’s look toward the monitor. A trial would terminate when the infant looked away for at least 2 sec. If the infant kept looking at the monitor or looked away for less than 2 sec during a trial, the trial would continue until the maximum trial length of 19.8 sec was reached.
Predictions

If infants can categorize individual determiners as one common class, then after being familiarized to *des* and *ton* phrases, they should show differential looking responses to the test trial type containing the new determiner *le* versus that presenting the pronoun *tu*. Similarly, the ability to perceive different pronouns as a single category would be indicated by differential looking times to the test trial types containing *le* versus *tu* in the reverse direction after the pronoun familiarization phase with *je* and *il* utterances.

The design of our experiment can also provide information concerning whether infants are able to use function words for categorizing the subsequent novel words to rudimentary noun and verb classes. If infants could discriminate the two types of test trials (i.e., Same Category versus Different Category), we could interpret the result as supporting noun–verb categorization. Importantly, both test trial types included the familiarization nonwords occurring with new function words not heard during familiarization. Therefore, differential responses could not be due to pure memory of the familiarization materials. But rather, they may indicate infants’ expectation about what other function words could co-occur with the familiarized nonwords, i.e., the categories of the nonwords. We predicted that the ability to categorize novel words to nouns would be stronger than that to verbs, based on the linguistic characteristic that determiners and nouns co-occur more consistently than do pronouns and verbs in French. Infants in the Det + N familiarization condition should show a significant response difference for the two test trial types. Infants in the Pron + V familiarization condition were expected to show less or no difference.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Each infant’s average looking times for the Same Category trials and for the Different Category trials during the test phase were calculated. The data for all infants were analyzed in a $2 \times 2$ analysis of variance (ANOVA), with Test Category (Same Category versus Different Category) as the within-subject factor, and Familiarization (Det + N versus Pron + V) as the between-subject factor. The results showed no effect of Familiarization, $F(1, 30) = 1.053, p = .313$, and a near significant effect of Test Category, $F(1, 30) = 4.087, p = .052$. However, the interaction between Test Category and Familiarization approached significance, $F(1, 30) = 3.760, p = .062$. Follow-up paired $t$-tests assessed the performance of each familiarization group. For the Det + N familiarization group, looking time was significantly longer for the Different Category trials ($M = 7.671$ sec, $SE = 1.107$ sec)
than for the Same Category trials ($M = 5.393$ sec, $SE = .717$ sec), $t(15) = -2.593$, $p = .02$. In contrast, the Pron + V familiarization group showed no difference for the Same Category ($M = 7.626$ sec, $SE = .747$ sec) versus Different Category trials ($M = 7.674$ sec, $SE = .86$ sec), $t(15) = -.064$, $p = .95$. These results as shown in Figure 1 agree with our predictions.

We conducted the same analyses with the first test trial of each type removed, as is often done in this procedure (e.g., Cooper & Aslin, 1994; Marquis & Shi, 2008). The response pattern was comparable, and the results more robust. There was again no main effect of Familiarization, $F(1, 30) = 2.176$, $p = .151$. The main effect of Test Category did not reach significance, $F(1, 30) = 3.112$, $p = .088$. However, the interaction of these two main factors was significant, $F(1, 30) = 6.245$, $p = .018$. Follow-up $t$-tests for the Det + N familiarization group yielded a significantly longer looking time for the Different Category trials ($M = 6.988$ sec, $SE = 1.212$ sec) than for the Same Category trials ($M = 4.405$ sec, $SE = .561$ sec), $t(15) = -2.759$, $p = .015$. The two test trial types did not differ for the Pron + V familiarization group (Same Category: $M = 7.714$ sec, $SE = .911$ sec; Different Category: $M = 7.269$ sec, $SE = 1.040$ sec), $t(15) = .579$, $p = .571$. These results further confirmed our predictions.

Our results show that the Det + N familiarization infants treated the new determiner in the Same Category trials during the test phase as the same kind of words as the determiners in the familiarization phase. That is, infants generalized different determiners to one common class, but considered pronouns as not belonging to that class. Note that the determiners were produced with equivalent prosody as the pronouns (see Table 1). Thus,
infants had specific representations for individual function words, and seemed to expect the determiner class to co-occur with the same nonwords. They appeared surprised by the use of the familiarized nonwords in conjunction with a function word that is not a determiner (here, a pronoun), suggesting that infants might have used determiners to categorize novel words to nouns.

In contrast, the Pron + V familiarization infants did not generalize the pronouns in the familiarization and test phases as a common class. Not only was there no response difference for the two test trial types after familiarization, infants also looked long toward both the Same Category and Different Category trials. Independent t-tests showed that looking times to the Same Category trials and the Different Category trials in the Pron + V familiarization condition were significantly longer than to the Same Category trials in the Det + N familiarization condition, \( t(30) = -3.093, p = .004 \) and \( t(30) = -2.424, p = .022 \), respectively, but not different from the Different Category trials in the Det + N familiarization condition, \( t(30) = -.479, p = .635 \) and \( t(30) = -.176, p = .861 \), respectively. Thus, Pron + V familiarization infants treated both the determiner and the pronoun in the test phase as equally new items unrelated to the pronouns heard during familiarization. The overall long looking to both test trial types suggests that infants can represent distinctly the individual function words in that condition. However, the lack of looking difference to the two test trial types means that infants failed to generalize the pronouns into one class and may have also failed to categorize novel words to verbs.

Our study goes beyond existing research on infant grammatical categorization in that we showed that as young as 14 months of age, infants already have the knowledge of some refined functional categories, such as the determiner class. It is interesting to note that children’s early speech typically lacks function words (e.g., Bassano, Eme, & Champaud, 2005; Brown & Fraser, 1963), and that determiners appear in production many months later than the age that we examined in this study. Our results demonstrate that categorization of function words begins much earlier than previously understood. This has implications for acquisition theories. For instance, knowledge of specific functional categories may guide infants’ acquisition of other syntactic categories, for example verb meanings, as postulated in the model of syntactic bootstrapping (Gleitman, 1990). While semantically based theories of category learning place content words as those to be first assigned syntactic categories, we showed that infants’ initial categories include functional categories. This ability represents a logical developmental progression during and shortly after the first year of life, in that infants can already make the broad form-based categorization of lexical versus function words at birth (Shi et al., 1999), and that they begin to recognize, represent and store
individual function words after 6 months of age (e.g., Hallé et al., 2008; Höhle & Weissenborn, 2003; Shady, 1996; Shafer et al., 1998; Shi, Cutler et al., 2006; Shi & Lepage, 2008; Shi, Marquis et al., 2006; Shi, Werker et al., 2006). It is reasonable that formal categorical learning involving the relation between functional categories and lexical categories occurs subsequently. The present study shows that knowledge about rudimentary functional categories is indeed present at the onset of syntactic acquisition.

Our study also extends the previous work on grammatical categorization to French-learning infants. Unlike previous studies, we carefully balanced the acoustic properties of the novel words in noun versus verb uses. Hence, we showed that function words alone could guide basic grammatical categorization, and that this effect is probably related to the consistent co-occurrence of function words with the neighboring words in the natural input environment. More specifically, the results showed that the bigram cue involving a preceding function word may be sufficient for initial noun categorization in French but not for verb categorization. This suggests that infants would need to seek other cues for categorizing verbs, e.g., trigrams (such as frequent frames), phonological/acoustic cues of nouns versus verbs, or combinations of different cues. Indeed, corpus studies of parental speech have shown that frequent frames involving both the preceding and following contextual words (mostly function words) provide more restrictive contexts and can yield better categorization performance for both nouns and verbs than do bigrams (Chemla, Mintz, Bernal, & Christophe, 2009; Mintz, 2003). The learning system may be opportunistic, in that when one cue is weaker than another, more reliance may be on the stronger cue. In connectionist studies, the integration of different cues was shown to be efficient for the learning system to form basic grammatical categories (e.g., Monaghan et al., 2007; Shi et al., 1998). More empirical studies with infants are needed to ascertain how exactly the categorization mechanism works under different input conditions.

Our results can be considered within the larger literature on noun versus verb acquisition. Many studies in various languages showed that nouns appear earlier than verbs in children’s vocabulary (e.g., Bassano et al., 2005; Gentner, 1982; Goldin-Meadow, Seligman, & Gelman, 1976). This developmental difference was explained in conceptual terms (Gentner, 1982), in that nouns have more direct word-to-world references, whereas verbs denote more complicated predicative concepts. This idea was recently confirmed in a study of novel word mapping and extension with English-, Japanese- and Chinese-learning children (Imai et al., 2008). Nouns also seem to be at an advantage at other levels of processing. For example, segmentation of nouns begins from 6 months of age, based on results primarily from English (e.g., Bortfeld, Morgan, Golinkoff, & Rathbun, 2005; Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995;
Verb segmentation appears to be delayed for at least a few months relative to nouns in English and French (Marquis & Shi, 2008; Nazzi et al., 2005). Segmentation may also be affected by the degree of morphological complexity for nouns versus verbs. More work with children learning other languages is needed to determine whether nouns are at an advantage across different language acquisition tasks including word segmentation and grammatical categorization.

It should be noted that the distributional patterns related to nouns and verbs in French contain some degree of noise. One potential problem concerning the usefulness of determiners is that the French definite articles le/la/les can also serve as object pronouns before verbs (e.g., Je le vois, “I see him”), which creates ambiguity with determiner use before nouns (e.g., le chien, “the dog”). However, the two kinds of uses are not balanced in actual speech. The count of le (in footnote 1), which we took from the adult spoken database (Beauchemin et al., 1992), is only the determiner use. If we consider the determiner and object pronoun uses together, the determiner use is 87%, whereas the object pronoun use is 13%. We also found a similar pattern in the available infant-directed Canadian French corpus (Cécyre & Shi, 2005): The use of le/la/les as determiners is 89% and as object pronouns 11%. Thus, the determiner use is largely dominant in comparison with the ambiguous object pronoun use. Given the existing evidence from artificial language experiments that infants can learn dominant input patterns in the presence of a certain degree of noise (Gomez & Lakusta, 2004), it is plausible that the largely consistent use of le/la/les as determiners can guide infants’ initial rough categorization of nouns despite certain inconsistent, ambiguous cases.

One interesting structural characteristic of French is that there are both pre- and postnominal adjectives. Prenominal adjectives can intervene between the determiner and the noun. Such occurrences, if dominant, could pose a challenge to the use of determiners for categorization of nouns. However, based on our analysis of the infant-directed corpus (Cécyre & Shi, 2005), the proportion of tokens following determiners which were adjectives is 26%, and these belong to a small set of adjectives (e.g., petit and gros). In contrast, 71% of word tokens following a determiner were nouns, which is dominant relative to the adjective occurrences.

An important issue concerns the nature of infants’ knowledge shown in this study. Some child language researchers maintain that infants’ initial knowledge of language is not syntactic, and that abstract grammatical categories are established much later, about 2–3 years of age (e.g., Pine & Lieven, 1997; Tomasello, 2000). Other researchers claim that category learning is about mapping the input to preexisting abstract syntactic categories (e.g., Valian, 2009). Whereas the present study is not a test of the existence
of innate syntactic categories, it does show that infants perform formal, abstract analyses of the input (their distributional analyses concern relations between function words and lexical words), and that they can generalize the relational patterns to rudimentary word classes and extend them to novel words. This process resembles the way syntactic categories per se are defined in the mature grammar. In this sense, our results are compatible with the view of continuity. Nevertheless, truly abstract grammatical categories imply the knowledge of the full range of syntactic category relations, which infants have yet to develop at a later age.

In sum, this study aimed at better understanding early grammatical categorization. We showed that 14-month-olds not only perceive and represent specific function word forms, but they also have knowledge about function words that are syntactic in nature. In particular, we demonstrated that infants at this age already have the rudimentary syntactic category of determiners. Furthermore, our results suggest that infants appear to attend to the distribution between frequent function words and the following words. The largely consistent distribution of determiners with adjacent nouns in the input seems sufficient for French-learning infants’ categorization of novel words to nouns. Overall, our findings support the general hypothesis (e.g., Christophe, Guasti, Nespor, Dupoux, & Ooyen, 1997; Shi et al., 1998) that function words/morphemes are important for bootstrapping early language development.
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